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 ABSTRACT 

 

This study analyzes the various effects of a potential MBTA fare-pricing scenario 

aimed at raising revenue to help meet revenue targets in state fiscal year (SFY) 

2017. The proposed scenario would raise new revenue stemming from a nearly 

9.3% average fare increase.  
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Executive Summary 
 

Before considering any changes in fares, the MBTA undertakes a comprehensive 

process to model the impacts of the changes. This modeling is done with the 

assistance of the Central Transportation Planning Staff (CTPS), which is the staff 

of the Boston Region Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO). CTPS 

examines the impacts on ridership, revenue, and fare equity. 

 

CTPS used an elasticity-based spreadsheet model known as the Fare Elasticity, 

Ridership, and Revenue Estimation Tool (FERRET) to estimate projected 

ridership loss associated with the proposed fare increase, and the net revenue 

change that would result from lower ridership and higher fares. CTPS produced a 

range of estimates of potential impacts on ridership and revenue and conducted 

a Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title VI) fare-equity analysis to 

determine if the fare changes would result in disparate impacts for minority 

populations or disproportionate burdens for low-income populations. 

 

Table 1 presents a summary of total ridership and revenue projections for SFY 

2017. As the table indicates, revenue should increase by approximately 7.1% 

with a ridership loss of 1.5%.  

 

TABLE 1 

Revenue and Ridership Projections 

for the Proposed Fare Increase: SFY 2017 

Analysis 
Category 

Existing 
Values 

SFY 2015 
Projections 

Projected 
Change 

Projected 
Pct. Change 

Ridership 389.5 M 383.5 M (5.9) M (1.5)% 

Revenue $647.3 M $693.1 M $45.8 M 7.1% 
Source: Central Transportation Planning Staff. 
M= Million. SFY = State fiscal year. 

 

Saved operating costs from trips no longer made on the MBTA's paratransit 

service, THE RIDE, are projected to be $929,000. Treating this saved cost as 

revenue yields an 7.7% increase. 

 

In CTPS’s fare-equity analysis, staff compared the absolute and relative fare 

increases between riders who are minorities and all riders, and between low-

income riders and all riders. We applied the MBTA’s disparate-impact and 

disproportionate-burden policies and found neither the presence of a disparate 

impact nor a disproportionate burden.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 

In recent years, the MBTA has managed to balance its budget through cost 

reductions, special appropriations by the Legislature, and fare and fee increases. 

In 2007, simultaneous with the introduction of the Automated Fare Collection 

(AFC) technology, the MBTA restructured its fare system and raised fares an 

average of 21%. The Authority did not raise fares again until July 2012 (SFY 

2013), when it implemented a 23% average increase. Almost a year later, the 

state Legislature—in Chapter 46, An Act Relative to Transportation Finance—

required that the MBTA attain revenue benchmarks, which it could satisfy by 

changing fares, fees, or any other funds directly collected by the Authority. In 

response, the MBTA established a pattern of modest, regularly scheduled fare 

changes, as needed, beginning with a minor fare increase in SFY 2015. As 

planned, the MBTA is continuing this pattern by increasing its fares in SFY 2017. 

The MBTA expects that modest, predictable fare increases would be less 

disruptive for the Authority and its customers compared to past major fare 

increases.  

 

In January and February 2016, the MBTA hosted public meetings and a public 

hearing with customers and service-area residents regarding two proposed fare-

change packages: Option 1, a smaller fare increase and Option 2, a larger fare 

increase. Those meetings resulted in some refinements to the previous fare-

change packages. MBTA staff presented a refined version of Option 2 to the 

Fiscal Management Control Board, who recommended a final set of changes. In 

the pages that follow, the results of the final fare change package are presented. 

 

1.1 Document Structure 

The remainder of this document is organized as follows: 

 Review of the methodology used for the analysis (Chapter 2) 

 Description of the proposed fare changes (Chapter 3) 

 Results of ridership and revenue analyses (Chapter 4) 

 Results of a fare-equity analysis (Chapter 5) 

 Conclusions (Chapter 6) 

 

A detailed description of the FERRET methodology is provided in Appendix A. 
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Chapter 2. Methods Used to Estimate 
Ridership and Revenue 

 

In consultation with the MBTA, CTPS used the spreadsheet application, 

FERRET, specifically to perform fare-change calculations to estimate the impact 

of the proposed fare increase on MBTA’s ridership and revenue. 

 

2.1 CTPS FERRET Approach 

FERRET estimates the revenue and ridership impacts of the proposed fare-

increase scenario. This model reflects the many fare-payment categories of the 

MBTA pricing system and applies price elasticities to analyze various changes 

across these categories. CTPS determined that this methodology met 

expectations through two post-fare increase analyses: 1) following the SFY 2007 

fare restructuring, and 2) following the SFY 2013 fare increase. 

 

Modeling of Existing Ridership and Revenue 

Inputs to FERRET include existing ridership in the form of unlinked trips by 

mode, fare-payment method, and fare-media type. An unlinked trip is an 

individual trip on any single transit vehicle; a single journey, often composed of 

many unlinked trips on multiple vehicles, is a “linked trip.” 

 

The MBTA provided CTPS with existing ridership statistics (to which FERRET 

applies price elasticity values) for local bus, express bus, and rapid transit 

networks in the form of AFC data.1 These data are for station, fare payment type 

(for example, cash, monthly pass, and weekly pass), fare media (for example, 

CharlieCard, CharlieTicket, cash), day of the week, and routes for buses and the 

light rail system. 

 

Because the MBTA has not deployed AFC equipment on the commuter rail or 

commuter boat systems, CTPS estimated the number of trips made on these 

modes using sales figures. Single-ride trips on commuter rail and ferry were set 

equal to the number of single-ride fares sold. Staff estimated the number of trips 

made using passes on these modes by multiplying the number of pass sales by 

the estimated average number of trips made using the respective pass type 

(calculated using survey responses from a corporate pass-users survey 

conducted in spring 2008). 

 

                                            
1 “Existing ridership” is for SFY 2015 (July 1, 2014–June 30, 2015). 
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The MBTA also provided data for the number of trips made on THE RIDE by fare 

payment type, and the number of cars parked at MBTA parking lots. FERRET 

calculates revenue for single-ride trips by multiplying the number of trips in each 

fare/mode category by that category’s price.2 FERRET calculates revenue for 

pass trips by pass type by multiplying the number of pass sales by the pass 

price.3 The model distributes pass revenue between mode categories based on 

each category’s ridership and most-equivalent single-ride fare (generally, the 

lowest-priced adult fare). 

 

Estimation of Ridership Changes Resulting from a Fare Increase 

Fares are one of many factors that influence the level of ridership on transit 

services. Price elasticity is a measure of the rate of change in ridership relative to 

a change in fares if all other factors remain constant. On a traditional demand 

curve that describes the relationship between price, on the y-axis, and demand, 

on the x-axis, elasticities are equivalent to the slope along that curve. Price 

elasticities are usually negative, meaning that a price increase will lead to a 

decrease in demand (with a price decrease having the opposite effect). The 

larger the negative value of the price elasticity (the greater its distance from 

zero), the greater the projected affect demand. Larger (more negative) price 

elasticities are said to be relatively “elastic,” while smaller negative values (closer 

to zero), are said to be relatively “inelastic.”4 Thus, if the price elasticity of the 

demand for transit were relatively elastic, a given fare increase would cause a 

greater loss of ridership than if demand were relatively inelastic. Appendix A.5 

presents an example of how the concept of price elasticity is applied. 

 

FERRET permits the use of various ranges of elasticities to estimate different 

possible ridership impacts of price increases. Performing calculations in FERRET 

with the same prices but with a range of higher and lower elasticities provides a 

range of estimates. In the present analysis, the model uses the middle range of 

elasticities, called the base elasticities, as these represent the best estimate of 

where the elasticities should be set based on past experience and a post-SFY 

                                            
2 For example, if there were 30 million adult CharlieCard fares paid at stations, the revenue 

generated is equal to 30 million multiplied by $2.10—the adult CharlieCard fare—or $63 

million. 
3  The MBTA offered discounted prices during May 2015. This analysis used the full price rather 

than the discounted price to estimate the total revenue generated by a pass type. 
4 More specifically, an elasticity of less than -1 is considered “elastic”—a 1% increase in price 

will cause a greater-than 1% decrease in demand; an elasticity of -1 is called “unit elasticity”—

a 1% increase in price will cause a 1% reduction in demand; and an elasticity greater than -1 

is called “inelastic”—a 1% increase in price will result in a lower-than 1% decrease in demand; 

an elasticity of 0 is called “perfectly elastic demand”—an increase in price does not affect 

demand. 

 The elasticity of transit ridership with respect to small fares changes is generally considered 

inelastic. 
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2013-fare increase analysis. For a description of how we determined the base 

elasticities, see Appendix A.4. However, we also use both more inelastic and 

more elastic elasticity values to determine a range of possible effects; the lower 

and higher ranges are plus or minus 0.10 the base value. If subtracting 0.10 from 

the base elasticity would result in an elasticity of 0.00, we subtracted 0.05 

instead. This serves as a sensitivity analysis of the model’s projections of the 

ridership losses and revenue gains. Table 2 presents the three elasticity ranges 

used in FERRET for this study’s analysis. 

 

FERRET also uses ridership diversion factors. These factors reflect estimates of 

the likelihood of a switch in demand from one MBTA product type or mode to 

another resulting from a change in the relative prices of product types or modes. 

The diversion factors essentially work to redistribute demand between two 

product types or modes after the model applies the respective price elasticities. 

Appendix A.5 presents examples of applying diversion factors and the 

methodology for using combined price elasticities and diversion factors. While 

diversion factors estimate the migration of riders between MBTA product types 

and modes based on their price, FERRET can only estimate the total loss of 

riders from the MBTA transit system, not the diversion of riders to specific non-

MBTA modes such as driving, biking, or walking.  
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TABLE 2 

Single-Ride and Pass Elasticities by Fare Type and Mode 

Mode Category Low Base High 

Cash Elasticities n/a n/a n/a 

Bus and Trackless Trolley n/a n/a n/a 

Bus-Adult (0.15) (0.25) (0.35) 

Bus-Senior (0.10) (0.20) (0.30) 

Bus-Student (0.05) (0.15) (0.25) 

Subway n/a n/a n/a 

Subway-Adult (0.15) (0.25) (0.35) 

Subway-Senior (0.05) (0.15) (0.25) 

Subway-Student (0.05) (0.10) (0.20) 

Surface Light Rail n/a n/a n/a 

Surface Light Rail-Adult (0.20) (0.30) (0.40) 

Surface Light Rail-Senior (0.10) (0.20) (0.30) 

Surface Light Rail-Student (0.05) (0.15) (0.25) 

Commuter Rail    

Commuter Rail-Adult (0.10) (0.20) (0.30) 

Commuter Rail-Senior (0.05) (0.15) (0.25) 

Commuter Boat n/a n/a n/a 

Commuter Boat-Adult (0.20) (0.30) (0.40) 

Commuter Boat-Senior (0.15) (0.25) (0.35) 

THE RIDE (0.25) (0.35) (0.45) 

Parking (0.10) (0.20) (0.30) 

Pass Elasticities n/a n/a n/a 

Bus (0.05) (0.15) (0.25) 

Inner Express (0.15) (0.25) (0.35) 

Outer Express (0.15) (0.25) (0.35) 

LinkPass (0.05) (0.15) (0.25) 

1-Day LinkPass (0.05) (0.15) (0.25) 

7-Day LinkPass (0.05) (0.15) (0.25) 

Commuter Rail (0.05) (0.10) (0.20) 

Commuter Boat (0.10) (0.20) (0.30) 

Senior (0.05) (0.10) (0.20) 

Student (0.05) (0.10) (0.20) 

Source: FERRET. 
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Chapter 3. Description of Proposed Fare 
Increase Scenario 

 

This chapter describes proposed changes in the MBTA’s fare structure and the 

proposed SFY 2017 fares. 

 

3.1 Fare Structure Changes 

The MBTA proposed several fare structure changes for SFY 2017, including: 

 Setting the cash and CharlieTicket fares to convenient-to-pay prices; that 

is, values that are multiples of $0.25 

 Setting all discounted monthly LinkPasses (senior, Transportation Access 

Pass (TAP), and student) to the same price 

 Eliminating the 10-ride tickets for boats and the commuter rail system 

 Transferring all 5-day validity monthly student passes to 7-day validity 

monthly student passes, then discontinuing the redundant, less-beneficial 

5-day validity student pass 

 

3.2 Fare Changes: Single-Ride Fares and Pass Prices 

Table 3 cites key existing and proposed single-ride fares for each fare category, 

along with the percentage change from existing to proposed price. Table 4 cites 

the same information for the pass prices. Table 5 presents the value of monthly 

passes in terms of their single-ride equivalents, a concept discussed at the end 

of this section. The MBTA is not implementing parking fee increases as part of 

this fare and fee structure change. 

 

The overall price increase across all modes and fare/pass categories is 9.3%. 

This systemwide average is based on the percentage change between the 

existing average fare (total revenue divided by existing ridership) and the 

proposed average fare (total projected revenue divided by total projected 

ridership). Table 5 presents these average percentage increases by mode 

category. Percentage changes in price can differ between modes that are 

similarly priced, such as local bus and the Silver Line–Washington Street, or 

subway and surface light rail, because of differences in how riders on these 

modes pay for their trips (more riders use a monthly pass on the subway than on 

the surface light rail system, for example). 
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The percentage changes in prices are relatively consistent across fare payment 

types. The most notable departures from the baseline are: 

 Neither commuter rail interzone 1–3 fares nor one-day LinkPass prices 

increase—a result of these products having relatively high fare increases 

in SFY 2015. 

 The cross-harbor ferry fare decreases to match the commuter ferry fares. 

 Neither the outer express single-ride CharlieCard fares nor the outer 

express pass price increases 

 The local bus CharlieTicket and cash fares decrease by $0.10 to $2.00 to 

simplify payment 

 

Another factor the MBTA considers when raising fares is the pass-ride value, or 

multiple, which is the number of trips required at the lowest-cost single-ride fare 

to match the cost of the pass.5 Lower multiples indicate that a passenger needs 

to make fewer trips to make the pass financially worthwhile. 

 

                                            
5 For example, the monthly LinkPass currently costs $75.00. The lowest price single-ride rapid 

transit fare is $2.10, which a passenger may obtain by using a CharlieCard. Thus, a $75.00 

monthly LinkPass is equal to 35.71 single-ride CharlieCard rapid transit trips. 
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TABLE 3 

Key Single-Ride Fares: Existing and Proposed 

Fare Category Existing Fare Proposed Fare Percent Change Absolute Change 

CharlieCard n/a n/a n/a n/a 
 Adult n/a n/a n/a n/a 
  Local Bus $1.60  $1.70  6.3% $0.10  
  Rapid Transit 2.10 2.25 7.1% 0.15 
  Bus and Rapid Transit 2.10 2.25 7.1% 0.15 
  Inner Express 3.65 4.00 9.6% 0.35 
  Outer Express 5.25 5.25 0.0% 0.00  

 Senior     
  Local Bus $0.80  $0.85  6.3% $0.05  
  Rapid Transit 1.05 1.10 4.8% 0.05 
  Bus and Rapid Transit 1.05 1.10 4.8% 0.05 

 Student     
  Local Bus $0.80  $0.85  6.3% $0.05  
  Rapid Transit 1.05 1.10 4.8% 0.05 
  Bus and Rapid Transit 1.05 1.10 4.8% 0.05 

CharlieTicket or Cash     

 Adult     
  Local Bus $2.10  $2.00  (4.8)% $(0.10)  
  Rapid Transit 2.65 2.75 3.8% 0.10 
  Bus and Rapid Transit 4.75 4.75 0.0% 0.00 
  Inner Express 4.75 5.00 5.3% 0.25 
  Outer Express 6.80 7.00 2.9% 0.20  

 Commuter Rail     

  Zone 1A $2.10  $2.25  7.1% $0.15  
  Zone 1 5.75 6.25 8.7% 0.50 
  Zone 2 6.25 6.75 8.0% 0.50 
  Zone 3 7.00 7.50 7.1% 0.50 
  Zone 4 7.50 8.25 10.0% 0.75 
  Zone 5 8.50 9.25 8.8% 0.75 
  Zone 6 9.25 10.00 8.1% 0.75 
  Zone 7 9.75 10.50 7.7% 0.75 
  Zone 8 10.50 11.50 9.5% 1.00 
  Zone 9 11.00 12.00 9.1% 1.00 
  Zone 10 11.50 12.50 8.7% 1.00 

  Interzone 1 $2.75  $2.75  0.0% $0.00  

  Interzone 2 3.25 3.25 0.0% 0.00 
  Interzone 3 3.50 3.50 0.0% 0.00 
  Interzone 4 3.75 4.00 6.7% 0.25 
  Interzone 5 4.25 4.50 5.9% 0.25 
  Interzone 6 4.75 5.00 5.3% 0.25 
  Interzone 7 5.25 5.50 4.8% 0.25 
  Interzone 8 5.75 6.00 4.3% 0.25 
  Interzone 9 6.25 6.50 4.0% 0.25 
  Interzone 10 6.75 7.00 3.7% 0.25 

 Ferry     

  F1: Hingham $8.50  $9.25  8.8% $0.75  
  F2: Boston 8.50 9.25 8.8% 0.75 
  F2: Cross Harbor 13.75 9.25 (32.7)% (4.50) 
  F2: Logan 17.00 18.50 8.8% 1.50 
  F4: Inner Harbor 3.25 3.50 7.7% 0.25 

 THE RIDE     

  ADA Service Area $3.00  $3.15  5.0% $0.15 
  Premium Service Area 5.00 5.25 5.0% 0.25 

Source: Central Transportation Planning Staff.  
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TABLE 4 

Pass Prices: Existing and Proposed 
 
Pass Category 

Existing 
Fare 

Proposed 
Fare 

Percent 
Change 

Absolute 
Change 

Existing 
Multiple 

Proposed 
Multiple 

Local Bus $50.00  $55.00  10.0% $5.00  31.25 31.43 

LinkPass 75.00 84.50 12.7% 9.50 35.71 37.56 

Senior/TAP 29.00 30.00 3.4% 1.00  27.62 27.27 

Student 5-Day Validity 26.00 30.00 15.4% 4.00 24.76 27.27 

Student 7-Day Validity 26.00 30.00 15.4% 4.00 24.76 27.27 

1-Day 12.00 12.00 0.0% 0.00 5.71 5.33 

7-Day 19.00 21.25 11.8% 2.25 9.05 9.44 

Inner Express 115.00 128.00 11.3% 13.00 31.51 32.00 

Outer Express 168.00 168.00 0.0% 0.00 32.00 32.00 

Commuter Rail       

 Zone 1A $75.00  $84.50  12.7% $9.50  35.71 37.56 

 Zone 1 182.00 200.25 10.0% 18.25 31.65 32.04 

 Zone 2 198.00 217.75 10.0% 19.75 31.68 32.26 

 Zone 3 222.00 244.25 10.0% 22.25 31.71 32.57 

 Zone 4 239.00 263.00 10.0% 24.00 31.87 31.88 

 Zone 5 265.00 291.50 10.0% 26.50 31.18 31.51 

 Zone 6 289.00 318.00 10.0% 29.00 31.24 31.80 

 Zone 7 306.00 336.50 10.0% 30.50 31.38 32.05 

 Zone 8 330.00 363.00 10.0% 33.00 31.43 31.57 

 Zone 9 345.00 379.50 10.0% 34.50 31.36 31.63 

 Zone 10 362.00 398.25 10.0% 36.25 31.48 31.86 

 Interzone 1 $86.00  $90.25  4.9% $4.25  31.27 32.82 

 Interzone 2 105.00 110.25 5.0% 5.25 32.31 33.92 

 Interzone 3 114.00 119.75 5.0% 5.75 32.57 34.21 

 Interzone 4 124.00 130.25 5.0% 6.25 33.07 32.56 

 Interzone 5 141.00 148.00 5.0% 7.00 33.18 32.89 

 Interzone 6 159.00 167.00 5.0% 8.00 33.47 33.40 

 Interzone 7 175.00 183.75 5.0% 8.75 33.33 33.41 

 Interzone 8 193.00 202.75 5.1% 9.75 33.57 33.79 

 Interzone 9 211.00 221.50 5.0% 10.50 33.76 34.08 

 Interzone 10 229.00 240.50 5.0% 11.50 33.93 34.36 

Commuter Boat $275.00  $308.00  12.0% $33.00  23.08 24.14 

Source: Central Transportation Planning Staff.  
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TABLE 5 

Weighted Average Percentage Change in Average Fares, 

by Mode Category, for Unlinked Passenger Trips 
Mode 
Category 

Percent 
Change 

Bus 8.6% 

Rapid Transit 9.5% 

 Subway 9.6% 

 Silver LineWashington St. 8.2% 

 Silver LineWaterfront 9.8% 

 Surface Light Rail 9.4% 

Commuter Rail 9.2% 

 Zone 1A 11.8% 

 Zone 1 9.8% 

 Zone 2 9.5% 

 Zone 3 9.2% 

 Zone 4 10.2% 

 Zone 5 9.7% 

 Zone 6 9.5% 

 Zone 7 9.3% 

 Zone 8 9.8% 

 Zone 9 9.8% 

 Zone 10 9.7% 

 Interzone 4.1% 

 Onboard 6.0% 

Ferry 9.5% 

 F1: Hingham-Boston 9.7% 

 F2: Boston 9.5% 

 F2: Cross Harbor (32.3)% 

 F2: Logan 9.7% 

 F4: Inner Harbor 8.6% 

THE RIDE 4.8% 

 ADA Service Area 4.8% 

 Premium Service Area 4.8% 

Total System 9.3% 

Source: FERRET.  
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Chapter 4. Ridership and Revenue Impacts 
 

4.1 Overview of Results 

We estimate that these proposed fare changes would increase the MBTA’s 

revenue by $45.8 million and decrease unlinked passenger trips by 5.9 million—

excluding decreased utilization of MBTA parking lots. 

 

4.2 FERRET Estimates 

Projections 

Table 6 presents CTPS’s estimates of the fare revenue and ridership impacts of 

the fare increase produced using FERRET and its base elasticities.6 The existing 

fare revenue and ridership numbers in the table represent adjusted existing 

conditions prior to the fare increase. The MBTA offered discounted passes in 

May 2015; the existing total revenue accounted for these discounted passes as 

full-price passes. 

 

The total estimated fare revenue increase in this scenario is $45.8 million, a 7.1% 

increase. We estimate that the total estimated ridership loss would be 6.0 million 

unlinked passenger trips (including parking reductions), a 1.5% decrease. The 

estimated revenue increases are, on a relative basis, similar for all modes. The 

MBTA will derive the plurality of its new fare revenue from the heavy rail system 

($16.2 million). 

 

We expect THE RIDE’s fare increase to result in decreased use of the service, 

and estimate a decline of approximately 31,000 trips on THE RIDE. The current 

average variable cost of operating a trip on THE RIDE is approximately $30.7 Not 

providing these trips would save the MBTA approximately $929,000 in operating 

costs. 

 

                                            
6 See Chapter 2 for a discussion of the range of elasticities used in this analysis. 
7 A variable cost is a cost that changes as the quantity of service provided changes. This 

includes fuel costs and driver wages. Fixed costs do not change with change in quantity of 

service. Fixed costs could include those associated with storage facilities and certain 

administrative costs. 
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TABLE 6 

FERRET Estimates of Annual Ridership Impacts 

(in Unlinked Passenger Trips) 

Mode 
Existing Fare 

Revenue 
Revenue 
Change 

Revenue 
Change 

Existing 
Ridership 

Ridership 
Change 

Ridership 
Change 

Bus $117,473,918 $8,396,557  7.1% 119,200,567 (1,603,251) (1.3)% 

Heavy Rail 205,419,713 16,216,994 7.9% 188,772,433 (3,113,054) (1.6)% 

Light Rail 71,521,262 5,213,467 7.3% 46,915,412 (804,603) (1.7)% 

Commuter Rail 196,410,110 15,610,697 7.9% 31,360,269 (370,937) (1.2)% 

Ferry 8,322,312 588,251 7.1% 1,181,046 (25,933) (2.2)% 

THE RIDE 5,805,368 183,595 3.2% 2,029,533 (30,866) (1.5)% 

Parking 42,379,890 (413,213) (1.0)% 7,896,388 (74,391) (0.9)% 

Total System 647,332,573 45,796,346 7.1% 397,355,649 (6,023,035) (1.5)% 

Source: FERRET.  

Notes: The average variable cost of each RIDE trip to the MBTA is $30.10. The combined changes in 

THE RIDE’s fares would decrease ridership, causing the MBTA to save approximately $929,000 in 

operating expenses. Adding these saved operating costs to the new revenue, the net fiscal impact would 

be $46,725,000. 

Parking ridership and revenue losses are not a result of parking price increases; rather they are a result 

of riders who once parked no longer parking because another part of their trip became more expensive. 

In this table, “Fare Revenue” represents the gross revenue generated from parking at lots where the 

MBTA retains the revenue. “Ridership” includes the number of vehicles that parked at these lots. 

 

Sensitivity Analysis 

Table 6 cites the results of FERRET using the base elasticities. Table 7 presents 

a sensitivity analysis of the model’s results, showing the range of estimated fare 

revenue and ridership impacts using the range of elasticities shown in Table 2. In 

the ranges of ridership-change estimates in the table, the greater losses are 

those resulting from a higher range of elasticities; while in the ranges of fare-

revenue-increase estimates, the greater increases are those resulting from a 

lower range of elasticities. 

 

The use of higher-range elasticities results in much greater estimates of ridership 

losses: 9.75 million unlinked trips, compared to 2.65 million using the lower-range 

elasticities; using the base-range elasticities results in a loss of 6.02 million 

unlinked passenger trips (including parking reductions). As a result, the projected 

revenue gain from the fare increase estimated using the higher-range elasticities 

is approximately $39.3 million, compared to $51.5 million using the lower-range 

elasticities; using the base-range elasticities results in an increase of $45.8 

million, as shown in Table 6. 
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TABLE 7 

FERRET Estimate Ranges of Annual Ridership and 

Fare Revenue Impacts using Low and High Elasticities 

Mode 

Range of 
Increases in 

Revenue 
($ in Millions) 

Range of 
Revenue 
Percent 

Increases 

Difference 
between 

Maximum and 
Minimum 

Range of 
Ridership 
Changes 

(Trips in Millions) 

Range of 
Ridership 

Percent 
Changes 

Difference 
between 

Maximum and 
Minimum 

Bus  $7.2 to 9.5   6.4 to 8.3%  $2.3  (2.66) to (0.65)   (2.2) to (0.7)%  2.01 
Heavy Rail  $14.0 to 18.4   5.3 to 7.0%  $4.3  (4.97) to (1.37)   (2.0) to (0.5)%  3.60 
Light Rail  $4.5 to 5.9   5.0 to 6.7%  $1.4  (1.25) to (0.38)   (2.1) to (0.6)%  0.87 
Commuter Rail  $13.6 to 16.9   6.8 to 8.5%  $3.3  (0.67) to (0.18)   (2.1) to (0.6)%  0.49 
Ferry  $0.5 to 0.7   5.7 to 7.6%  $0.2  (0.04) to (0.02)   (3.0) to (1.3)%  0.02 
THE RIDE  $0.2 to 0.2   4.4 to 6.3%  $0.1  (0.04) to (0.02)   (3.4) to (1.9)%  0.02 
Parking  $(0.7) to (0.2)  (1.4) to (0.3)% $0.6  (0.13) to (0.03)  (1.4) to (0.3)% 0.10 

Total System  $39.3 to 51.5  5.5 to 7.2%* $12.2 (9.75) to (2.65) (2.1) to (0.6)%* 7.10 

Source: FERRET.  
*These values refer to the percentage increase for the total changes in revenue or ridership systemwide 
compared to existing systemwide values. That is, the 7.2% revenue increase means that the total revenue 
increase for the low-elasticity iteration of FERRET represents a 7.2% increase systemwide in revenue over the 
existing systemwide revenue. The 7.2% relative increase corresponds to a $51.5-million increase. 
In this table, “Fare Revenue” includes revenue generated from parking at lots where the MBTA retains the 
revenue. “Ridership” includes the number of vehicles that parked at these lots. 

 

Where applicable, the MBTA also accounts for the cost of changing the system’s 

levels of service. While the MBTA recognizes the inherent value to its customers 

of each trip made on its system, it is necessary to consider the cost associated 

with changes in THE RIDE usage—a significant item in the MBTA’s budget. 

Table 8 explores the change in the cost of operating THE RIDE based on riders’ 

reaction to fare changes. 

 

Although we account for decreased operating costs caused by the loss of 

ridership on THE RIDE, we do not account for decreased operating costs 

resulting from lessened ridership on other modes. Decreased demand on the 

other modes would only translate to savings in operating costs if the MBTA were 

to reduce service levels, which would require a separate analysis that is not 

factored into this analysis.8 

 

                                            
8 It is relatively easy to save on operating costs with THE RIDE: If a trip is not taken, the MBTA 

does not pay the incremental cost to provide the service. On the MBTA’s other modes, in the 

short term, if a passenger does not take a trip, the bus, train, or boat still must operate to serve 

the remaining passengers. 
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TABLE 8 

FERRET Estimates of Annual Ridership and Fare Revenue Impacts Using 

Low, Base, and High Elasticities (THE RIDE) 
Analysis Category Low Elasticity Base Elasticity High Elasticity 

Change of Ridership (22,047) (30,866) (39,685) 

Change of Revenue $214,073  $183,595  $153,117  

Saved Operating Costs 663,613 929,058 1,194,504 

Net Impact 
(Revenue + 
Saved Operating Costs) 

$877,686 $1,112,653 $1,347,620 

Source: FERRET.  
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Chapter 5. Fare Equity Analysis 
  

5.1 Requirements  

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits discrimination, either intentionally 

or unintentionally, by recipients of federal financial assistance based on race, 

color, or national origin. To comply with 49 CFR Section 21.5(b) (2), 49 CFR 

Section 21.5(b) (7), and Appendix C to 49 CFR Part 21, the MBTA must evaluate 

any fare changes to fixed-route modes prior to implementing them to determine if 

the proposed changes would have a discriminatory effect. This requirement 

applies to any fare change. The FTA provides guidance for conducting fare 

equity analyses in FTA Circular 4702.1B (“Circular”), Section IV.7.b. Prior to a 

fare change, the MBTA must analyze any available information generated from 

ridership surveys that indicates whether minority and/or low-income riders 

disproportionately more likely would use the mode of service, payment type, or 

payment media that would be subject to fare change. In addition, the MBTA must 

describe the datasets and collection methods used in its analysis. 

 

The Circular states that the transit provider shall: 

 Determine the number and percentage of users of each fare media 

subject to change 

 Review fares before and after the change 

 Compare the relative cost burden impacts of the proposed fare change 

between minority and overall users for each fare media 

 Compare the relative cost burden impacts of the proposed fare change 

between low-income and overall users for each fare media 

 

Under Title VI and other directives, the FTA requires that transit agencies 

develop a policy to assess whether a proposed fare change would have a 

“disparate impact” on minority populations or “disproportionate burden” on low-

income populations. The FTA Title VI guidelines define “disparate impact” as “a 

facially neutral policy or practice that disproportionately affects members of a 

group identified by race, color, or national origin, where the recipient’s policy or 

practice lacks a substantial legitimate justification and where there exists one or 

more alternatives that would serve the same legitimate objectives, but with less 

disproportionate effects on the basis, of race, color, or national origin,” and 

“disproportionate burden” as “a neutral policy or practice that disproportionately 

affects low-income populations more than non-low income populations.” A finding 

of disproportionate burden requires the recipient to evaluate alternatives and 

mitigate burdens where practicable.  
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5.2 MBTA Title VI Disparate-Impact and Disproportionate-Burden 

Policy 

Policy Thresholds 

The MBTA established the following policy thresholds for determining a disparate 

impact or disproportionate burden from a major fare change: 

 A disparate benefit would be found if minority riders receive less than 90 

percent of the benefit that all riders receive. 

 A disproportionate benefit would be found if low-income riders receive less 

than 90 percent of the benefit that all riders receive. 

 A disparate burden would be found if minority riders sustain more than 10 

percent additional burden than the total burden that all riders sustain. 

 A disproportionate burden would be found if low-income riders sustain 

more than 10 percent additional burden than the total burden that all riders 

sustain. 

 

The policy thresholds are encapsulated in the following equations: 

 

A disparate impact would be found if: 

Minority Benefit < 90% × All-Rider Benefit 
Minority Burden > 110% × All-Rider Burden 

 

A disproportionate burden would be found if: 

Low-income Benefit < 90% × All-Rider Benefit 

Low-income Burden > 110% × All-Rider Burden 

 
Upon finding a disparate impact or disproportionate burden based on a Title VI 

evaluation using the above threshold policy definition, the MBTA shall consider 

modifying the proposed changes in order to avoid, minimize, or mitigate the 

disparate impacts or disproportionate burdens of the proposed changes. 

 

Demographics and Definitions 

Demographics 

The systemwide demographic profile in Table 9 below shows how the MBTA’s 

ridership characteristics in terms of minority and income status vary by mode. 

Minority and low-income profile data of the MBTA’s ridership is from the MBTA 

200809 Systemwide Passenger Survey report published in July 2010. 
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TABLE 9 

Demographic Profiles of MBTA Riders by Mode 

Mode Minority 
Non-

minority 
No 

Response 
Low-

Income 
Non-Low-

Income 
No 

Response 

Rapid Transit 27.4% 68.7% 3.9% 21.6% 68.2% 10.2% 

Bus and 
Trackless Trolley 

45.0% 49.8% 5.1% 35.3% 49.9% 14.7% 

Commuter Rail 13.7% 81.4% 4.9% 6.3% 81.0% 12.7% 

Commuter Ferry 
and Boat 

5.6% 89.1% 5.3% 3.8% 80.4% 15.8% 

Total 32.4% 63.1% 4.5% 25.1% 62.8% 12.2% 

Source: 2008–2009 MBTA Systemwide Passenger Survey. 

 

Minority- and Low-Income Populations 

The MBTA uses both United States Census data and passenger-survey data to 

define minority- and low-income populations. The census data are used when 

considering impacts on area residents. The survey data are used to assess 

impacts on riders. 

 

Using US Census data, the MBTA defines minority- and low-income populations 

based on the average percentage of minority residents and average income 

levels for the service area. For the MBTA service area, these were identified for 

each census tract. Minority census tracts were defined as those in which the 

percentage of the non-white population (including the Hispanic population) was 

greater than the average for the MBTA service area. The average percentage of 

minority residents is 26.2% in the service area. A census tract is classified as 

low-income if its income level is at or below 60% of the median household 

income in the service area. For the 175-community MBTA service area, 60% of 

household median income is $43,415.9 

 

When using the MBTA Systemwide Passenger Survey as a basis for analysis, 

the definition of a minority rider mirrors the definition provided above: a minority 

rider is a person who is non-white or Hispanic. A low-income individual is a 

person whose household income is less than $40,000—the income category 

from the survey that most closely matched the US Census-defined low-income 

threshold. 

 

  

                                            
9  Median household income was determined based on the 2009–13 American Community 

Survey. Minority percentages were determined based on the 2010 US Census. 
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5.3 Datasets, Data Collection Efforts, and Descriptions 

CTPS used several datasets in the fare equity analysis: 

 2010 US Census and 2009–13 American Community Survey demographic 

data 

 CTPS FERRET 

 MBTA 2008–09 Systemwide Passenger Survey, published in July 2010 

 The 2012 Rhode Island Commuter Rail Service Passenger Surveys 

Summary Report 

 

The US Census provides a count of total population and population by ethnicity 

every 10 years; the most recent US Census occurred in 2010. Data on 

population by income level no longer is collected as part of the decennial US 

Census. Instead, we used more recent estimates from the American Community 

Survey (ACS)—that has replaced the long form of the decennial US Census, and 

provides estimates of total population as well as population by ethnicity and 

income level. We used ACS five-year estimates for the 2009–13 period—the 

most recently available data at the time we began our Title VI analysis. We used 

data from these sources to determine whether the units of analysis (census 

tracts) were minority, nonminority, low-income, or non-low-income. 

 

FERRET is an elasticity-based spreadsheet model. CTPS has used this model in 

the past to provide inputs to the fare-increase analysis process. FERRET takes 

existing ridership in the form of unlinked trips by mode, fare-payment type, and 

fare media as inputs. The MBTA provides CTPS with ridership data from the 

automated fare collection system. For modes that are not yet part of the AFC 

system, the MBTA provides data (most notably, sales data for transit passes) to 

estimate ridership. Using these input data, FERRET employs elasticities and 

diversion factors to model a range of possible impacts resulting from changes in 

the MBTA’s fares. (See Chapter 2 and Appendix A for further detail.) 

 

The MBTA 2008–09 Systemwide Passenger Survey report, published in July 

2010, included all of the transit modes operated by the MBTA—the Red, Blue, 

Orange, and Green Lines; commuter rail system; bus system; and ferry system. 

The survey questions asked for each mode varied based on the specific 

characteristics of the given mode; but common among all of the surveys were 

questions regarding origins, destinations, frequency of travel, and most important 

to this equity analysis, fare payment method, usage frequency, race, and income. 

In general, CTPS staff distributed the surveys from early morning until 

midafternoon. Each survey result was expanded to represent typical boardings 

during the survey hours. The systemwide survey was used in conjunction with 
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FERRET to estimate the number of riders using each fare type, and the fare 

changes for low-income, minority, and all riders. 

 

The Rhode Island Department of Transportation (RIDOT) published the Rhode 

Island Commuter Rail Service Passenger Surveys Summary Report in August 

2012.10 RIDOT conducted the survey in June 2012. It distributed 245 surveys 

containing questions about race, ethnicity, and income at two MBTA stations 

(Wickford Junction and T.F. Green); 195 surveys were returned. Assuming the 

agency attempted to hand a survey to each rider, this represents an 80% return 

rate. 

 

5.4 Equity Analysis and Results 

CTPS used the MBTA Systemwide Survey in conjunction with FERRET to 

determine the number of riders using each fare type and the price change by fare 

type for minority, low-income, and all riders. Because the model’s ridership 

values are in trips and the survey’s values are in riders, CTPS used the survey 

responses for the frequency of travel, fare type, and minority/income status to 

translate surveyed riders into trips per surveyed rider by fare type by minority 

status and income status.  

 

We used the equation below to determine the number of days per week a fare is 

used by a demographic classification. We weighted each survey response by the 

number of days per week the pass is used—data we also obtained from the 

systemwide survey. If 1,000 minority riders use monthly passes five days per 

week and 200 minority riders use monthly passes seven days per week, the 

average weighted usage per week for the minority riders using passes is equal to 

5.33 days per week: 

 

Minority Pass Usage =
1,000 × 5 + 200 × 7

1,000 + 200
 = 5.33 

 

If minority riders used passes 5.33 days per week, and nonminority riders used 

passes 4.25 days per week, and minority riders made up 25% of the total pass 

fares, the percentage of minority riders using that fare type is: 

 

Minority Pass Percentage = 
5.33 × 25%

(5.33 × 25%) + (4.25 × 75%)
 = 29.5% 

 

We used this procedure for each type of pass to estimate the share of riders by 

demographic classification who use each fare type. We multiplied the resulting 

                                            
10 Rhode Island Commuter Rail Service Passenger Surveys: Summary Report. August, 2012, 

www.dot.ri.gov/documents/intermodal/2012_Commuter_Rail_Survey.pdf. 

http://www.dot.ri.gov/documents/intermodal/2012_Commuter_Rail_Survey.pdf
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percentage by the total number of trips made using a fare type to estimate the 

number of riders by classification by fare. If the MBTA recorded 50 million total 

trips made using passes, the minority usage would be: 

 
Total Minority Usage = 29.5% × 50 million trips = 14.8 million trips 

 

Table 10 provides a snapshot of fare type usage by demographic group.11 Low-

income riders are somewhat more likely to use single-ride fares. When using a 

single-ride fare, minority riders and low-income riders are more likely to be on a 

bus and paying a student or senior fare. In an effort to minimize the impact of the 

fare increase on minority and low-income riders, the MBTA increased senior and 

student bus fares as little as possible—$0.05. The single-ride CharlieCard bus 

fare was increased $0.10, which is slightly less than the increase in the rapid 

transit single-ride fare on a relative basis. Further, the MBTA proposal includes 

fare decreases for the local bus cash and CharlieTicket fares—fare types used 

disproportionately more by minority and low-income riders. Riders who currently 

use a CharlieTicket or pay cash can obtain a CharlieCard to gain access to lower 

single-ride fares.  

 

Minority and low-income riders are more likely to use a 7-Day LinkPass than a 

monthly LinkPass compared to all riders.12 The MBTA added the 7-Day LinkPass 

during the 2007 fare structure changes to allow passengers who cannot afford to 

—or for some other reason do not—purchase a monthly pass at the beginning of 

the month to spread their purchases out over a longer period. Four 7-Day 

LinkPasses essentially cost the same as a monthly LinkPass. The 7-Day 

LinkPass is also somewhat more flexible—if someone knows they are not going 

to make enough trips in a given week for the pass to be worthwhile (say, during 

the winter holidays or school vacation), they can choose not to purchase it for 

that week.  

 

  

                                            
11 Minority and low-income riders share some of the same payment characteristics; however, the 

difference between how low-income riders and all riders pay is significantly more notable than 

the difference between payment trends of minority riders and all riders. 
12 The 7-Day LinkPass and the monthly LinkPass provide unlimited access to all local bus and 

rapid transit services. 
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TABLE 10 

Minority, Low-Income, and All Riders Using 

Each Principal Fare-Payment Type 

 Price Change  
Annual Usage in 
Unlinked Trips 

 
Annual Usage 

Share of Group Total 

 
Fare-Payment Type 

 
Existing 

Proposed 
SFY 2017 

 
Absolute 

 
Percent 

 
 

Minority 
Low- 

Income 
All 

Riders 
 

 
Minority 

Low- 
Income 

All 
Riders 

Local Bus 
    

 
   

 
   

Local Bus Pass  $ 50.00   $ 55.00   $ 5.00  10.0%  3,082,000 2,402,000 5,216,000  2.2% 1.8% 1.4% 
Local Bus (Adult) 1.60   1.70  0.10  6.3%  9,162,000 7,880,000 17,432,000  6.5% 5.8% 4.6% 
Local Bus (Senior) 0.80   0.85  0.05  6.3%  1,548,000 3,107,000 4,128,000  1.1% 2.3% 1.1% 
Local Bus (Student) 0.80   0.85  0.05  6.3%  1,315,000 1,276,000 1,711,000  0.9% 0.9% 0.4% 
Local Bus (CharlieTicket) 2.10   2.00  (0.10)  (4.8)%  632,000 627,000 1,024,000  0.5% 0.5% 0.3% 
Local Bus (Cash) 2.10   2.00 (0.10)  (4.8)%  714,000 724,000 1,241,000  0.5% 0.5% 0.3% 

Express Bus             
Inner Express Pass 115.00  128.00  13.00  11.3%  663,000 367,000 2,268,000  0.5% 0.3% 0.6% 
Inner Express (Adult) 3.65  4.00  0.35  9.6%  236,000 210,000 564,000  0.2% 0.2% 0.1% 
Inner Express (Senior) 2.35  2.50  0.15  6.4%  4,200 37,100 73,200  0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Inner Express (Student) 2.35  2.50  0.15  6.4%  20,900 32,300 34,400  0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Inner Express (CharlieTicket) 4.75  5.00  0.25  5.3%  6,900 3,500 26,000  0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Inner Express (Cash) 4.75  5.00  0.25  5.3%  27,200 34,700 52,200  0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Outer Express Pass 168.00  168.00  0.00  0.0%  124,000 36,900 512,000  0.1% 0.0% 0.1% 
Outer Express (Adult) 5.25  5.25  0.00  0.0%  26,500 13,300 109,000  0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Outer Express (Senior) 3.40  3.50  0.10  2.9%  NR NR 14,400  0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Outer Express (Student) 3.40  3.50  0.10  2.9%  NR NR 700  0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Outer Express (CharlieTicket) 6.80  7.00  0.20  2.9%  0 NR 3,500  0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Outer Express (Cash) 6.80  7.00  0.20  2.9%  4,400 0 4,500  0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

Bus and Rapid Transit             
Bus and Rapid Transit (Adult) 2.10  2.25  0.15  7.1%  3,355,000 3,008,000 8,129,000  2.4% 2.2% 2.1% 
Bus and Rapid Transit (Senior) 1.05  1.10  0.05  4.8%  478,000 988,000 1,462,000  0.3% 0.7% 0.4% 
Bus and Rapid Transit (Student) 1.05  1.10  0.05  4.8%  299,000 278,000 408,000  0.2% 0.2% 0.1% 
Bus and Rapid Transit (CharlieTicket)  4.75  4.75  0.00  0.0%  6,700 6,700 12,000  0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

Rapid Transit             
LinkPass 75.00  84.50  9.50  12.7%  30,775,000 21,246,000 93,563,000  22.0% 15.7% 24.5% 
Senior/TAP Pass 29.00  30.00  1.00  3.4%  4,448,000 8,561,000 12,988,000  3.2% 6.3% 3.4% 
Student 5-Day 26.00  30.00  4.00  15.4%  140,000 126,000 209,000  0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 
Student 7-Day 26.00  30.00  4.00  15.4%  9,976,000 9,037,000 15,086,000  7.1% 6.7% 3.9% 
1-Day Pass 12.00  12.00  0.00  0.0%  623,000 463,000 748,000  0.4% 0.3% 0.2% 
7-Day Pass 19.00  21.25  2.25  11.8%  20,153,000 21,282,000 36,411,000  14.4% 15.7% 9.5% 
Rapid Transit (Adult) 2.10  2.25  0.15  7.1%  10,210,000 10,041,000 37,311,000  7.3% 7.4% 9.8% 
Rapid Transit (Senior) 1.05  1.10  0.05  4.8%  954,000 2,110,000 3,863,000  0.7% 1.6% 1.0% 
Rapid Transit (Student) 1.05  1.10  0.05  4.8%  741,000 604,000 1,150,000  0.5% 0.4% 0.3% 
Rapid Transit (CharlieTicket) 2.65  2.75  0.10  3.8%  4,711,000 4,694,000 12,558,000  3.4% 3.5% 3.3% 
Rapid Transit (Cash) 2.65  2.75  0.10  3.8%  47,700 138,000 231,000  0.0% 0.1% 0.1% 

Commuter Rail             

Zone 1A–10 Pass 
$75.00–
$362.00 

 $84.50–
$398.25  

 $9.50–
$36.25  

10.0%–
12.7% 

 4,793,000 1,661,000 28,943,000  3.4% 1.2% 7.6% 

Zone 1A $75.00  $ 84.50   $ 9.50  12.7%  910,000 483,000 3,004,000  0.7% 0.4% 0.8% 
Zone 1 182.00  200.25  18.25  10.0%  265,000 82,600 1,759,000  0.2% 0.1% 0.5% 
Zone 2 198.00  217.75  19.75  10.0%  553,000 180,000 4,483,000  0.4% 0.1% 1.2% 
Zone 3 222.00  244.25  22.25  10.0%  630,000 171,000 4,429,000  0.5% 0.1% 1.2% 
Zone 4 239.00  263.00  24.00  10.0%  770,000 240,000 4,267,000  0.6% 0.2% 1.1% 
Zone 5 265.00  291.50  26.50  10.0%  350,000 110,000 2,492,000  0.2% 0.1% 0.7% 
Zone 6 289.00  318.00  29.00  10.0%  650,000 164,000 4,276,000  0.5% 0.1% 1.1% 
Zone 7 306.00  336.50  30.50  10.0%  367,000 114,000 2,069,000  0.3% 0.1% 0.5% 
Zone 8 330.00  363.00  33.00  10.0%  289,000 109,000 2,080,000  0.2% 0.1% 0.5% 
Zone 9 345.00  379.50  34.50  10.0%  7,600 6,400 60,000  0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Zone 10 362.00  398.25  36.25  10.0%  1,600 1,800 23,500  0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
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 Price Change  
Annual Usage in 
Unlinked Trips 

 
Annual Usage 

Share of Group Total 

 
Fare-Payment Type 

 
Existing 

Proposed 
SFY 2017 

 
Absolute 

 
Percent 

 
 

Minority 
Low- 

Income 
All 

Riders 
 

 
Minority 

Low- 
Income 

All 
Riders 

Zone 1A–10 Single Ride 

$2.10–
$11.50 

 $2.25–
$12.50  

 $0.15–
$1.00  

7.1%–
10.0%  1,086,000 769,000 8,273,000  0.8% 0.6% 2.2% 

Interzone 1–10 Pass 
$86.00–
$229.00 

$90.25–
$240.50 

$4.25–
$11.50 

4.9%–
5.1% 

 21,600 6,400 140,800  0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

Interzone 1–10 Single Ride 
$2.75–
$6.75 

$2.75–
$7.00 

$0.00–
$0.25 

0.0%–
6.7% 

 29,300 20,700 223,000  0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 

Ferry 
    

 
   

 
   

Commuter Boat Pass $275.00  $ 308.00   $ 33.00  12.0%  8,000 6,600 298,000  0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 
F1: Hingham 8.50  9.25  0.75  8.8%  14,200 5,500 403,000  0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 
F2: Boston 8.50  9.25  0.75  8.8%  1,400 32,900 215,000  0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 
F2: Cross Harbor 13.75  9.25  (4.50) (32.7)%  0 100 400  0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
F2: Logan 17.00  18.50  1.50  8.8%  1,900 5,000 17,600  0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
F4: Inner Harbor 3.25  3.50  0.25  7.7%  22,700 15,900 238,000  0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 

Free Transfers and Other Fares 
 

           
In-station Transfers Free  Free   -     -     17,651,000 17,041,000 52,567,000  12.6% 12.6% 13.8% 
AFC Noninteraction1 Free  Free   -     -     9,039,000 13,769,000 25,462,000  6.5% 10.1% 6.7% 
Free trips2 Free  Free   -     -     1,039,000 1,142,000 3,563,000  0.7% 0.8% 0.9% 
Short fares3 Variable  Variable   -     -     1,705,000 1,943,000 3,315,000  1.2% 1.4% 0.9% 

Source: Central Transportation Planning Staff. 
1 AFC noninteraction is an estimate of the number of riders who do not interact with the AFC. The noninteraction 

categories include children aged 11 or younger, who are not required to pay a fare when riding with an adult; MBTA 

employees who are waved onto vehicles or otherwise bypass the AFC equipment; passengers who are allowed by MBTA 

employees to enter the paid area of a station without interacting with the AFC equipment; passengers who show an 

operator a valid pass rather than interacting with the farebox; passengers who board certain vehicles via the rear door; 

and passengers who simply do not pay a fare (not all of these categories apply to every mode). 2 Free trips include people 

who are not required to pay a fare. Some of these people pay with the Blind Access Card; others are PCAs. 3 Short fares 

are fares paid less than the full fare.  

AFC = Automated fare collection. NR = No riders. PCAs = Personal care assistants. TAP = Transportation Access Pass. 

Notes: Values greater than 100,000 are rounded to the nearest 1,000. Values less than 100,000 are rounded to the 

nearest 100. Percentages are calculated using unrounded values. NR indicates that no riders from a given classification 

responded to the survey. 

 

Minority Riders Compared to All Riders and Low-income Riders 

Compared to All Riders 

Table 11 presents existing and proposed average fares, and absolute and 

relative price changes for minority riders, low-income riders, and all riders. As the 

Circular indicates, fare equity analyses are applicable only to fixed-route modes; 

neither THE RIDE nor parking is included in the following analysis. Minority and 

low-income riders pay lower average fares compared to the overall average fare 

for all riders. This is largely because nonminority and non-low-income riders use 

the commuter rail system and other more expensive modes more than minority 

and low-income riders. At the proposed fare levels, minority and low-income 

riders would continue to pay lower average fares. 
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Results from Applying the Disparate-Impact and Disproportionate-Burden 

Policy Thresholds 

The results of the analysis, shown in Table 11, show that there is no disparate 

impact on minority riders and no disproportionate burden on low-income riders 

when considering both the absolute and relative fare changes.  

 

Application of the disparate-impact policy threshold shows: 

The absolute increase in the average fare for minority riders is 82% of the 

absolute increase in the average fare for all riders. 

 

The relative increase (or the change taken as a percentage of the initial fare) in 

the average fare for minority riders is 101% of the relative increase in the 

average fare for all riders. 

   

Application of the disproportionate-burden policy threshold shows: 

The absolute increase in the average fare for low-income riders is 62% of the 

absolute increase in the average fare for all riders. 

 

The relative increase in the average fare for low-income riders is 90% of the 

relative increase in the average fare for all riders. 

 

Because all differences in impacts are less than the 10% threshold in the 

disparate-impact and disproportionate-burden policy, we do not find a disparate 

impact on minority populations or disproportionate burden for low-income 

populations. 

 

TABLE 11 

Existing and Proposed Average Fares and Price Changes 

(Weighted by Fare Usage Frequency) 

Rider 
Classification 

Existing 
Average 

Fare 

Proposed 
Average 

Fare 

Absolute 
Price 

Change 

Percentage 
Price 

Change 

Minority $1.24 $1.36 $0.12 9.49% 

Low-income $1.06 $1.15 $0.09 8.46% 

All Riders $1.55 $1.69 $0.14 9.35% 

Source: FERRET. 

Note: The values in this table are rounded to the nearest cent or the nearest hundredth of a 

percent. All calculations were performed using unrounded values. 
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Chapter 6. Conclusions 
 

CTPS conducted an analysis of the impacts of fare changes on ridership and 

revenue using a methodology based on established data inputs. These analyses 

show that the MBTA fare proposal would generate approximately $45.8 million of 

additional revenue, with an anticipated ridership decrease of 5.9 million trips 

annually. The resulting reduction of trips made on THE RIDE system should 

decrease operating costs by approximately $929,000 annually. The SFY 2017 

fare changes likely would generate the additional revenue required to help meet 

the SFY 2017 revenue targets. The MBTA has made smaller, more regular fare 

increases a fare policy goal. 

 

Staff applied the MBTA’s disparate-impact and disproportionate-burden policy 

thresholds to assess the estimated Title VI and regional equity impacts of the 

proposed fare changes. We do not expect the fare increase to cause disparate 

impacts or disproportionate burdens.  
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Appendix A: FERRET Methodology 
 

A.1 Apportionment of Existing Ridership 

One of the first steps in starting a new iteration of FERRET is collecting new AFC 

and pass sales data—this data represent the largest share of the MBTA’s 

ridership and revenue—and revenue and ridership reports for the ferries, THE 

RIDE, and the MBTA’s parking lots.  

 

The MBTA provides CTPS with AFC data summarized by hour, by day, for the 

various combinations of fare type, fare mode, and fare media (Table 12). After 

processing, AFC data can be attributed to each mode, fare type, and station (or 

Green Line branch). The fares for approximately 85% of all trips made on the 

system are paid using the AFC system. 

 

The remaining trips are made using transit modes on which fares are not paid 

using the AFC system: commuter rail, commuter boat, THE RIDE, and parking. 

For these modes, we rely on fare-mix reports (that indicate how riders pay), 

various CTPS passenger surveys, and other ridership and revenue reports 

provided by the MBTA. 

 

TABLE 12 

AFC Fare Categories 

Fare Type Fare Mode Fare Media 

Adult/Senior/TAP/Student/Free Single-Ride CharlieCard 
CharlieTicket 
Onboard Cash 

Adult/Senior/TAP/Student Transfer CharlieCard 
CharlieTicket 

Short (fares below the full value) Single-Ride Onboard Cash 

Bus/Inner Express/Outer Express Pass CharlieCard 
CharlieTicket 

LinkPass: Monthly/1-Day/7-Day Pass CharlieCard 
CharlieTicket 

Commuter Rail Zone and 
Interzone/Commuter Boat 

Pass CharlieCard 
CharlieTicket 

Senior/TAP/Student Pass CharlieCard 
CharlieTicket 

Source: Central Transportation Planning Staff.  
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A.2 Price Elasticity 

Price elasticity measures the rate of change in ridership relative to a change in 

fares if all other factors remain constant. On a traditional demand curve that 

describes the relationship between price, on the y-axis, and demand, on the x-

axis, elasticities are equivalent to the slope along that curve. Therefore, price 

elasticities generally are expected to be negative, meaning that a positive price 

increase would lead to a decrease in demand (with a price decrease having the 

opposite effect). The more negative (farther from zero) the value of a price 

elasticity, the larger the projected decrease in demand. More negative price 

elasticities are said to be relatively “elastic,” while smaller negative values, closer 

to zero, are said to be relatively “inelastic.” Thus, if the price elasticity of the 

demand for transit is assumed to be elastic, a given fare increase would cause a 

greater loss of ridership than if demand were assumed to be inelastic. 

 

At its most elemental, FERRET is based on this simple price elasticity 

relationship, and requires four inputs: 1) original demand, 2) original fare, 3) new 

fare, and 4) price elasticity. The formula for calculating new demand is: 

 

New Demand = Original Demand × [1 + Price Elasticity × (New Fare ÷ Old Fare - 1)] 

 

As an example, assume that original demand equals 100 and that the impact we 

are modeling is a 10 percent fare increase from $1.00 to $1.10. Also assume that 

the price elasticity is -0.25. 

 

New Demand = 100 × [1 + -0.25 × ($1.10 ÷ $1.00 - 1)] = 97.50 

 

Thus, using an elasticity of -0.25, a simple price elasticity model projects that a 

10 percent increase in price will lead to a 2.50 percent decrease in demand. With 

the fare increased from $1.00 to $1.10, this simplified example projects a 7.25 

percent increase in revenue ($100.00 to $107.25). 

 

A.3 Diversion Factors 

FERRET’s calculations are more comprehensive than a simple elasticity 

calculation. The model’s greater detail lays in its use of ridership diversion 

factors. Diversion factors reflect estimates of the likelihood of a switch in demand 

for one type of good or service to another resulting from a change in the relative 

prices of those goods or services. In FERRET, we use such factors to estimate 

the number of riders who would choose to divert from one fare/mode to another. 

 

Using cash tickets and passes as an example, assume that original ridership 

equals 100 cash riders and 1,000 pass riders. Also assume that original prices 

for cash tickets and passes equal $2.00 and $100.00, respectively, and that the 
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new prices are set at $1.50 for cash tickets and $50.00 for passes, representing 

price decreases of 25 percent and 50 percent, respectively. Assume that the 

cash price elasticity equals -0.35 and the pass price elasticity equals -0.25. 

Finally, assume a cash-to-pass diversion factor of 0.05 and a pass-to-cash 

diversion factor of 0.00. 

 

In these calculations, one of the diversion factors must always equal zero, 

indicating that the diversion is expected to occur in one direction only. The 

direction of the diversion, and thus the diversion factor value, depends on the 

respective price changes of the two types of goods. The category with the 

greater relative price decrease (or the smaller relative price increase)—in this 

case, passes, for which the price decrease is 50 percent, compared to cash 

tickets, for which the price decrease is 25 percent—would gain riders from the 

diversion, while the other category, with the smaller relative price decrease (or 

the greater relative price increase), would lose riders from the diversion. 

Therefore, one would therefore expect that cash customers would switch to 

passes, but not that pass customers would switch to cash tickets, resulting in the 

0.05 cash-to-pass and 0.00 pass-to-cash diversion factors. 

 

The diversion factors essentially work to redistribute demand between the two 

categories after the respective price elasticities have been applied. For instance, 

after the cash fare is decreased from $2.00 to $1.50, the projected effect of price 

elasticity is that cash demand grows to 108.75 riders. Similarly, the pass price 

decrease from $100 to $50 leads to a projected increase in pass demand, 

because of price elasticity, to 1,125, for a total ridership of 1,233.75. However, 

the percentage decrease in the pass price is larger than that in cash fares (50 

percent versus 25 percent); thus, one would expect some customers to switch 

from cash to pass. 

 

This diversion is estimated by taking the ratio of new-to-original cash prices 

($1.50 ÷ $2.00, or 75 percent), dividing that ratio by the ratio of new-to-original 

pass prices ($50 ÷ $100, or 50 percent), subtracting 1, and multiplying this result 

by the 0.05 diversion factor and the price-elasticity-estimated cash ridership 

(108.75). The number of riders “diverted” from cash to pass equals 2.72, giving 

final ridership estimates of 106.03 for cash and 1,127.72 for pass (still summing 

to a total ridership of 1,233.75). 

 

New Cash Demand (Price Effect): 

Cp = 100 × [1 + -0.35 × ($1.50 ÷ $2.00 - 1)] = 108.75 

 

New Pass Demand (Price Effect): 

Pp = 1,000 × [1 + -0.25 × ($50 ÷ $100 - 1)] = 1,125.00 
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Total Demand = 108.75 + 1,125.00 = 1,233.75 

Diverted Riders from Cash to Pass = (
$NewCash/$OldCash

$NewPass/$OldPass
-1) × Diversion × CP 

Diverted Riders from Cash to Pass = (
$1.50/$2.00

$50/$100
-1) × 0.05 × 108.75 = 2.72 

 

New Cash Demand = Cp − Diverted Riders from Cash to Pass = 106.03 

New Pass Demand = Pp + Diverted Riders from Cash to Pass = 1,127.72 

Total Demand = 106.03 + 1,127.72 = 1,233.75 

 

We used diversion factors to estimate diversions between 

 Cash and pass categories (for example, bus cash versus bus pass, 

subway cash versus subway pass) 

 Bus and rapid transit (in other words, bus cash versus subway cash, bus 

pass versus subway pass) 

 CharlieTicket/onboard cash and CharlieCard (for example, bus onboard 

cash versus bus CharlieCard, subway CharlieTicket versus subway 

CharlieCard) 

 

Initially, we developed a range of diversion factors based on results of the 2007 

Post-Fare Increase Impacts Analysis. We used these factors in the SFY 2013 

fare increase analysis, and continued to use them in the SFY 2015 analysis. 

After reviewing the impacts of the SFY 2013 fare increase, we found sufficient 

evidence that the willingness of people to divert between passes and cash on the 

subway and light rail system would increase slightly. 

 

Given that the fare increases are relatively level across all modes and fare 

media, these factors have a negligible effect on the results. 

 

A.4 Price Elasticity Estimation 

CTPS estimated the price elasticity of demand for the both the SFY 2015 and the 

SFY 2017 versions of the fare increase model based on a review of the changes 

in ridership, revenue, and price following implementation of the SFY 2013 fare 

increase. We used the demonstrated elasticities, which we calculated following 

our analysis of the impact of the SFY 2013 fare increase to guide our decisions 

about modifying the previously used set of elasticities. However, because factors 

in addition to fare changes also likely influenced the changes in ridership, we did 

not use the demonstrated elasticities for the SFY 2015 or SFY 2017 iterations of 

FERRET directly. 

 

The following sections explain the process CTPS used to modify elasticities for 

the SFY 2015 and SFY 2017 iterations of FERRET, using the SFY 2013 

demonstrated elasticities. 
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A.5 Calculating the Demonstrated Elasticity of Each Fare Type 

Before we performed projections using the latest iteration of FERRET, we 

reviewed how ridership changed after past price changes to calculate 

demonstrated elasticities. 

 

To calculate the demonstrated elasticity for a given fare, we used two pieces of 

information: the percentage change in fares and the percentage change in 

ridership. For each fare payment type on each mode, we calculated the 

percentage change between full SFY 2012 (before the fare increase) and full 

SFY 2013 (after the fare increase) ridership and fares using the formula: 

 

Percentage Change =
X2-X1

( 
X2+X1

2
 )

 

Where: 

X1 = SFY 2012 value (the year before the fare changes) 

X2 = SFY 2013 value (the year after the fare changes) 

 

This formula provides the percentage change between X1 and X2 relative to the 

midpoint of X1 and X2. If X1 = 10 and X2 = 20, the formula would indicate that the 

percentage change relative to the midpoint (15) is equal to 66%. 

 

For example, in SFY 2012, single-ride bus ridership was 22,441,080. SFY 2013 

ridership was 21,237,096. The percentage change in ridership between these 

two years is: 

 

Percentage Change =
21,237,096-22,441,080

( 
21,237,096+22,441,080

2
 )

= -5.5% 

 

For each relevant fare payment type, we calculated the demonstrated elasticity 

with respect to fares using the following formula: 

 

Elasticity = 
∆Ridership (in %)

∆Fare (in %)
 

 

For example, the percentage change in single-ride ridership on MBTA buses 

from SFY 2012 to SFY 2013 was -5.5%. The percentage change in the fare was 

19.5%. The demonstrated elasticity is calculated as follows: 

 

Elasticity = 
∆Ridership (in %)

∆Fare (in %)
=

-5.5%

19.5%
 = -0.28 
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As another example, the total change in LinkPass ridership was -0.3%. The 

change in the average LinkPass trip price was 17.4%. The demonstrated 

elasticity is calculated as follows: 

 

Elasticity = 
∆Ridership (in %)

∆Fare (in %)
 = 

-0.3%

17.4%
 = -0.02 

 

Modifying the Elasticities of Each Fare Type for the Current Projection 

Because the demonstrated elasticity values only incorporate the changes in fares 

and do not account for other factors that affect transit ridership—such as gas 

prices, employment levels, and development—we do not advise using the 

elasticities calculated based on results of the SFY 2013 fare increase in the SFY 

2017 model. Some of the demonstrated elasticities could indicate that other 

factors are affecting ridership, especially for those results with positive values 

that appeared to indicate that ridership increased in response to the fare 

increase. Therefore, we only used the demonstrated elasticities, along with the 

following heuristics, to inform the modification of the SFY 2012 elasticities: 

 

 If the value of a demonstrated elasticity was close to zero or positive, we 

modified the value to make it more inelastic (closer to zero) 

 No elasticity was set to be greater than -0.10 (closer to zero) 

 If an elasticity was used in SFY 2012 and the demonstrated elasticity was 

roughly similar, we did not modify the elasticity 

 If the demonstrated elasticity was significantly more negative than the one 

we used in SFY 2012, we decreased the elasticity (made it more negative 

or more elastic) 

 

Table 13 presents the elasticities we used to predict what might have happened 

following the SFY 2013 fare increase, the elasticities we calculated based on the 

actual changes between SFY 2012 and SFY 2013, the elasticities we used to 

project the effects of the SFY 2015 fare changes, and the estimated 2017 base 

elasticity. 
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TABLE 13 

SFY 2012, Demonstrated, and SFY 2015 and SFY 2017 Elasticities 

 
 
Mode Category 

 
Estimated SFY 
2013 Elasticity 

Demonstrated 
SFY 2013 
Elasticity 

Estimated SFY 
2015 and SFY 

2017 Base 
Elasticity 

Cash Elasticities n/a n/a n/a 

Bus and Trackless Trolley n/a n/a n/a 

Bus-Adult (from example) (0.20) (0.28) (0.25) 
Bus-Senior (0.15) (0.26) (0.20) 
Bus-Student (0.15) 0.30 (0.15) 

Subway n/a n/a n/a 

Subway-Adult (0.25) (0.26) (0.25) 
Subway-Senior (0.15) (0.18) (0.15) 
Subway-Student (0.15) 1.80 (0.10) 

Surface Light Rail n/a n/a n/a 

Surface Light Rail-Adult (0.25) (0.29) (0.30) 
Surface Light Rail-Senior (0.20) (0.19) (0.20) 
Surface Light Rail-Student (0.20) 1.96 (0.15) 

Commuter Rail n/a n/a n/a 

Commuter Rail-Adult (0.35) 0.01 (0.20) 
Commuter Rail-Senior (0.25) 0.37 (0.15) 

Commuter Boat n/a n/a n/a 

Commuter Boat-Adult (0.30) (0.34) (0.30) 
Commuter Boat-Senior (0.20) (0.75) (0.25) 

THE RIDE (0.12) (0.39) (0.35) 
Parking (0.20) (0.18) (0.20) 

Pass Elasticities n/a n/a n/a 

Bus (0.30) (0.09) (0.15) 
Inner Express (0.20) (0.33) (0.25) 
Outer Express (0.20) (0.33) (0.25) 
LinkPass (from example) (0.30) (0.02) (0.15) 
1-Day LinkPass (0.35) 0.41 (0.15) 
7-Day LinkPass (0.35) 0.09 (0.15) 
Commuter Rail (0.10) (0.17) (0.10) 
Commuter Boat (0.25) (0.17) (0.20) 
Senior (0.15) 0.23 (0.10) 
Student (0.15) (0.04) (0.10) 

Source: Central Transportation Planning Staff. 

Notes: The estimated SFY 2013 elasticity is the one we used to estimate the effects of the 

SFY 2013 fare increase. 

The demonstrated SFY 2013 elasticity is the one we calculated based on ridership changes 

following the SFY 2013 fare increase. 

The estimated SFY 2015 and SFY 2017 base elasticity is the elasticity we used to estimate 

the effects of the SFY 2015 and SFY 2017 fare increases. 
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A.6 Examples of Ridership and Revenue Calculations 

 

Simple Example: Price Elasticity Only 

Given: 

Original Demand: 100,000 

Original Fare: $1.50 

New Fare: $2.50 

Price Elasticity: -0.05 

New Demand = 

Original Demand × [1 + Price Elasticity × (New Fare ÷ Old Fare − 1)] 

New Demand = 100,000 × [1 + −0.05 × ($2.50 ÷ $1.50 − 1)] = 96,666.67 

 

More Complex Example: Price Elasticity plus Ridership Diversion — Cash to 

Pass 

Given: 

Original Cash Demand: 10,000 

Original Cash Fare: $2.25 

New Cash Fare: $2.00 

Cash Price Elasticity: -0.30 

New Demand = 

Original Demand × [1 + Price Elasticity × (New Fare ÷ Old Fare − 1)] 

New Cash Demand (Price Effect),  

Cp = 10,000 × [1 + −0.30 × ($2.00 ÷ $2.25 − 1)] = 10,333.33 

 

Given: 

Original Pass Demand: 5,000 

Original Pass Price: $71.00 

New Pass Price: $50.00 

Pass Price Elasticity: -0.25 

New Pass Demand (Price Effect),  

Pp = 5,000 × [1 + −0.25 × ($50 ÷ $71 − 1)] = 5,369.72 

Total Demand = 10,333.33 + 5,369.72 = 15,703.05 

Percentage Change in Cash Price: $2.25 to $2.00: -11% 

Percentage Change in Pass Price: $71 to $50: -30% 

 

Given: 

Cash-to-Pass Diversion Factor: 0.05 

Pass-to-Cash Diversion Factor: 0.00 

Diverted Riders from Cash to Pass = (
$NewCash/$OldCash

$NewPass/$OldPass
-1) ×Diversion×CP  

Diverted Riders from Cash to Pass = (
$2.00/$2.25

$50/$71
-1) ×0.05×Cp=135.48 

New Cash Demand = Cp – Diverted Riders from Cash to Pass = 10,197.85 
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New Pass Demand = Pp + Diverted Riders from Cash to Pass = 5,505.20 

Total Demand = 10,197.85 + 5,505.20 = 15,703.05 

 

Another Complex Example: Price Elasticity plus Two Ridership Diversions — 

Single-Ride CharlieCard (SR-CC) to Pass, and Single-Ride CharlieTicket (SR-

CT) to Single-Ride CharlieCard (SR-CC) 

Given: 

Original Single-Ride CharlieCard Demand: 10,000 

Original Single-Ride CharlieCard Fare: $2.20 

New Single-Ride CharlieCard Fare: $3.50 

Single-Ride CharlieCard Price Elasticity: -0.30 

New SR-CC Demand (Price Effect), 

CCp = 10,000 × [1 + −0.30 × ($3.50 ÷ $2.20 − 1)] = 8,227.27 

 

Given: 

Original Pass Demand: 50,000 

Original Pass Price: $71.00 

New Pass Price: $90.00 

Pass Price Elasticity: −0.25 

New Pass Demand (Price Effect), 

Pp = 50,000 × [1 + −0.25 × ($90 ÷ $71 − 1)] = 46,654.93 

 

Given: 

Original Single-Ride CharlieTicket Demand: 5,000 

Original Single-Ride CharlieTicket Fare: $2.50 

New Single-Ride CharlieTicket Fare: $4.50 

Single-Ride CharlieTicket Price Elasticity: −0.30 

New SR-CT Demand (Price Effect), 

CTp = 5,000 × [1 + −0.30 × ($4.50 ÷ $2.50 − 1)] = 3,800.00 

Total Demand = 8227.27 + 46,654.93 + 3,800.00 = 58,682.20 

 

Given: 

Single-Ride CharlieCard-to-Pass Diversion Factor: 0.05 

Pass-to-Single-Ride CharlieCard Diversion Factor: 0.00 

Single-Ride CharlieCard to Single-Ride CharlieTicket Diversion Factor: 0.00 

Single-Ride CharlieTicket to Single-Ride CharlieCard Diversion Factor: 0.25 

 

Note: 

Percentage Change in Single-Ride CharlieCard Fare: $2.20 to $3.50: 59.09% 

Percentage Change in Pass Price: $71 to $90: 26.76% 

Percentage Change in Single-Ride CharlieTicket Fare: $2.50 to $4.50: 80.00% 

Diverted Riders from SR-CC to Pass = (
$3.50/$2.20

$90/$71
-1) × 0.05 × CCp=104.92 
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Diverted Riders from SR-CT to SR-CC =(
$4.50/$2.50

$3.50/$2.20
-1) × 0.25 × CTp=124.86  

 

New Single-Ride CharlieCard Demand =  

CCp – Diverted Riders from SR-CC to Pass + Diverted Riders from  

SR-CT to SR-CC = 8,247.21 

New Pass Demand = Pp + Diverted Riders from SR-CC to Pass = 46,759.85 

New Single-Ride CharlieTicket Demand =  

CTp – Diverted Riders from SR-CT to SR-CC = 3,675.14 

Total Demand = 8,202.15 + 46,759.85 + 3,720.20 = 58,682.20 

 

As we introduce additional ridership diversion factors, and more cells in the 

spreadsheet become linked, the complexity of FERRET increases significantly. 

However, the basics of the methodology explained above regarding price 

elasticities and ridership diversion factors remain the same. 
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